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HOW TO GET ‘THAT’ LOOK

e are very used to clients saying: “I
saw this picture in a magazine and
it’s the look I want in my home.” This
is certainly something that we can do – achieving
varied and personalised adaptations of ‘looks’ is
a huge part of being a successful designer. We
want clients to feel as though they’ve achieved the
essence of a look, without it being just the same
as everyone else’s. It’s all about identifying the key
elements of the scheme, so that you can recreate
the look at home.
When you look at the individual elements of
a room, don’t be afraid of daring pieces. Once
the room or property is complete, the flow is
magnificent and the daring pieces no longer seem
quite so outré. Here are some examples.

Statement headboard
Yes, that’s a large piece of solid oak! It’s a beautiful piece
nabbed from a local carpenter at a great price – too
good to turn down and put to fantastic use. Because the
headboard
is so large,
it works
whetherInteriors
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beds are separated, or pushed together.
Cost: It depends on size, but often offcuts or recycled
pieces of wood can be picked up cheaply – look out for
a bargain!
Where: Speak to your local carpenter or tradesman.

Bespoke sofa
This sofa had to be bespoke because of the sizing – there simply
wasn’t enough space for a standard-sized sofa. The texture and the
colour were specifically chosen to detach the mind from the size
and allow you or your guests to focus on the luxuriousness of it.
Cost: Around £1,000.
Where: Camellia & Co. supplier

Hand-made curtains
We chose this gorgeous Zoffany Umi fabric to add a zing of colour,
while keeping that luxurious boutique hotel feel. It has an oblique
wave design and comes in eight muted shades.
Cost: £108 per metre
Where: If you’re handy with a needle and thread then you can run
them up yourself, otherwise give us rough window measurements
and we can cost up bespoke curtains for you.
Walls: Farrow & Ball Inchyra Blue 289 Modern Emulsion 5L £74.50
Wallpaper: Farrow & Ball Paisley BP4705 £97 per roll
Woodwork: Farrow & Ball Inchyra Blue 290 Full Gloss 2.5L £60.50
Got an interior design dilemma?
Contact Elaine at info@camelliainteriors.co.uk,

www.camelliainteriors.co.uk

and on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
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